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Multicultural Environmental Law & Abomination
Meticulous Engrossing Euthal Aesthetic
McDonald Malignant Entity Antiqutated
Maverick Explosive Seeing Apocalypse
Mystical Electric Shock Atomic
Meta Etc. Seeing Atomic
Mystical Electric Eye Apocalypse
Maging Essential Other Adjective
Make-Believe Excessive Ethical Aesthetic
Multicultural Elusive Ethical Atomic
Misbehaving Excessive Ethical Automatic
Mythological Efficacious Adventurous
Malignant Empyreal Abomination
Meta Ethical Efficacious Abstract
Magnetic Electric Shock Aesthetic
Malignant Empyreal Ethical Agent
Mystical Explosive Seeing Ancient
My Excessive MVWJZ Addiction
Moving Engrossing Seeing Aesthetic
Malignant Elusive Ethical Addictive
Magnetic Explosive Seeing Atomic
Make-believe Ethical Ethical Aesthetic
My Environmental Ice Artificial
Mystical Ethical Ethical Ambiguous
My Electric Ethical Apple
My Etc. Ethical Aesthetic
My Explosive Ethical Abomination
Malignant Elusive Ethical Apple
Malignant Ethical Seeing Agent
Malignant Erotic Seeing Apocalypse
Massive Erotic Seeing Anus
Meta Etc. Geometric Aesthetic
Mystical Engrossing Seeing Apocalypse
Misbehaving Ethical Seeing Agent
Malleable Erotic Ethical Adorable
Malignant Excessive Erotic Abomination
Malleable Effects Seeing Abomination
Multicultural Erotic Seeing Apocalypse
Malignant Excessive Erotic Aesthetic
Make-believe Ethical Ethical Amusing
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MASSIVE. MOVING. MAGIC.
MULTICULTURAL. EUPHORIC.
EYE-CATCHING. EDGY. EGO.
GENUINE. OUTSY.
GEOMETRIC. AMUSING.
ATOMIC. ABSTRACT.
AMALGAMATION.

As artists, our practices emerge from our individual experiences, perceptions, and goals, but the artistic spirit of our class as a whole is more than the sum of our parts. We have developed a balance of engaging influences from contemporary culture while we maintain our own unique modes of making art. MEGA is the representation of our interconnected artistic endeavors and identities as a community.

After four years of sharing creative growth and pursuing our aspirations, together we finish with an exhibition that represents all of us, best with personality and passion.

-Senior Class of 2011

My MEGA type is:

UPCOMING PUBLICATION
ART/SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY (TBD)
Contributors: Andrea Griswold, Robert Kehoe, Cllie Evans, Paola Garcia, Jessica Young, and Luke Sullivan
Will be released Spring 2011

UPCOMING EXHIBITION
PITTSBURGH BIENNALE 2011
Curated by the Carnegie Museum of Art, the Miller Gallery at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh Filmmakers/Pittsburgh Center for the Arts (PFF/PCA), and The Andy Warhol Museum
Sept. 16 - Dec. 11, 2011
Sept. 16, Fri. 6-8pm: Opening reception